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M A S S   I N T E N T I O N S

 

As the October break 
begins, we wish all young people,     

Teachers, and support Staff                         
a restful break. 



PARISH UPDATE 

MONTH OF THE HOLY SOULS  —                    
NOVEMBER LIST  

CHANGES to the OBLATE TEAM at                  
ST. MARY, STAR OF THE SEA, Leith

Fr. Oliver Barry, OMI, Provincial Superior has made the 
following changes to the Oblate Team in Leith: 

  



ST. MARY STAR OF THE SEA 

Mary Ann Fegan Sweeney,  
Samuel Munro,  

Frances Marianne Smith,  
Ellen Lynch, Agnes 

Clifton Scott,  
Annie (Nan) McCreadie,  

Catherine McMahon,  
Matthew Hunter,  

Elizabeth Halloran,  
Billy Hand,  

Fr. Sean McDermott OMI, 
 Patrick (Paddy) Sweeney,  

Philip James Cobban,  
Nancy Sanderson,  

Elizabeth Corcoran,  
Lorraine Jennings,  

Hugh Sutherland Thomson,  
James Eadie 

ANNUAL MASS FOR 
THE DECEASED

 

A workshop on the psychology of        
flourishing, faith and spirituality will be led by Fr Roger Dawson SJ at The       

Edinburgh Jesuit Centre at Sacred Heart Parish in Lauriston, Edinburgh, on   
Saturday 22 October 10am to 4.30pm. Register at edinburghjesuit.org.uk/ejc  

The annual Divine Mercy Conference takes place at              
St Augustine’s, Dundyvan Road, Coatbridge, ML5 1DQ, on Saturday 29 

October from 9am-6pm. Register online at www.divinemercy.scot/

                                                                                                                             
16 October, The Holy Cross, Trinity                   

30 October, St Joseph’s, Burntisland                   
and St Albert’s, Edinburgh                                   

06 November, Our Lady and                                     
St Bernadette, Larbert                                          

13 November, St Barbara’s, Whitburn              
20 November, The Sacred Heart, Grangemouth                                                             

A full Parish schedule for the 40 Hours’  Devotion is 
at  bit.ly/40hoursschedule

Archbishop Cushley will offer Holy Mass for the repose of all the faithful departed who 
have died in the Archdiocese in the last year, especially those buried at Mount Vernon Cemetery.  This will 

take place at 10am on Wednesday 2 November (All Souls' Day)  in the Mount Vernon Cemetery Chapel.  

Care Not Killing (CNK), supported by the Catholic Parliamen-
tary Office, has launched a petition which aims to stop plans to legalise assisted suicide. 

This bill risks undermining the provision of palliative care and efforts to prevent suicide. It 
may make the most vulnerable people, including the elderly and disabled, feel like a    

burden. The current law is the safeguard - it prohibits assisting someone’s suicide and/or  
killing them by euthanasia, but the new law will eliminate this safeguard. The state ought 
to support the provision of care, not deliberate killing. Please sign the petition at church 

today. Alternatively, sign online at www.carenotkilling.scot  

mailto:margaret_andow@outlook.com
https://edinburghjesuit.org.uk/ejc
http://www.divinemercy.scot/conference2022
https://archedinburgh.org/schedule-for-the-40-hours-devotion/
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During the last years of his life, Thomas Merton lived 
in a hermitage in an attempt to find more solitude in 
his life. But solitude is a very illusive thing and he 
found that it was continually escaping him. 

One morning however he sensed that, for this mo-
ment at least, he had found it. But what he experi-
enced was somewhat of a surprise to him. Solitude, it 
turns out, is not some altered state of consciousness 
or even some heightened sense of God or the trans-
cendent in our lives. Solitude, as he experienced it, 
was being fully inside his own skin, inside the present 
moment, gratefully aware of the immense richness 
that is contained inside of ordinary human experi-
ence. Solitude consists in being enough inside of your 
own life to actually experience what is there. 

But that’s not easy. It’s rare that we find ourselves tru-
ly inside of the present moment. Why? Because of the 
way we are built.  We are overcharged for this 
world.  When God put us into this world, as the author 
of the Book of Ecclesiastes tells us, he put 
“timelessness” into our hearts and because of that we 
don’t make easy peace with our lives. 

We read this in the famous passage about the rhythm 
of the seasons in the Book of Ecclesiastes.  There is a 
time and a season for everything, we are told: A time 
to be born, and a time to die; a time to plant, and a 
time to gather in what is planted; a time to kill, and a 
time to heal … so the text goes on.  But after listing 
this natural rhythm of time and the seasons, the au-
thor ends with these words: God has made everything 
suitable for its own time, but has put timelessness in-
to the human heart so that human beings are out of 
sync with the rhythms of this world from beginning to 
end. 

The Hebrew word used to express “timelessness” is 
Ha olam, a word suggesting “eternity” and 
“transcendence”.  Some English translations put it this 
way: God has put a sense of past and future into our 
hearts. Perhaps that captures it best, at least in terms 
of how we generally experience this in our lives. 

We know from experience how difficult it is to be in-
side the present moment because the past and the 
future won’t leave us alone. They are forever colour-
ing the present. The past haunts us with half-
forgotten lullabies and melodies the trigger memo-

ries, with loves that has been found and lost, with 
wounds that have never healed, and with inchoate 
feelings of nostalgia, regret, and wanting to cling to 
something that once was. The past is forever sowing 
restlessness into the present moment. 

And the future impales itself into the present as well, 
looming as promise and threat, forever asking for our 
attention, forever sowing anxiety into our lives, and 
forever stripping us of the capacity to simply drink in 
the present. The present is forever being coloured by 
obsessions, heartaches, headaches, and anxieties that 
have little to do with people we are sitting with at table. 

Philosophers and poets have had various names for 
this: Plato called it “a madness that comes from the 
gods”; Hindu poets have called it “a nostalgia for the 
infinite”; Shakespeare speaks of “immortal longings”, 
and Augustine, in perhaps the most famous naming of 
them all, called it an incurable restlessness that God 
has put into the human heart to keep it from finding a 
home in something that is less than infinite and eter-
nal: You have made us for yourself, Lord, and our 
hearts are restless until they rest in you. 

And so it is very difficult to be peacefully present to our 
own lives, restful inside of our own skins. But this 
“torment”, as T.S. Eliot, once named it, has its purpose. 
Henri Nouwen, in a remarkable passage that both 
names the struggle and suggests what it is ultimately 
for, puts it this way: Our life is a short time in expecta-
tion, a time in which sadness and joy kiss each other at 
every moment. There is a quality of sadness that per-
vades all the moments of our life. It seems that there is 
no such thing as a clear-cut pure joy, but that even in 
the most happy moments of our existence we sense a 
tinge of sadness. In every satisfaction, there is an 
awareness of limitations. In every success, there is the 
fear of jealousy. Behind every smile, there is a tear. In 
every embrace, there is loneliness. In every friendship, 
distance. And in all forms of light, there is the 
knowledge of surrounding darkness. But this intimate 
experience in which every bit of life is touched by a bit 
of death can point us beyond the limits of our exist-
ence. It can do so by making us look forward in expec-
tation to that day when our hearts will be filled with 
perfect joy, a joy that no one shall take away from us. 

STRUGGLING TO BE INSIDE THE PRESENT MOMENT -Fr. Ronald Rolheiser, OMI 


